














PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF OUTDOOR NAVIGATION ALGORITHMS  








This paper proposes navigation algorithms for mobile robot through the odometry approach. The 
proposed algorithms include the odometry-based algorithm which uses only odometry calculated from 
robot motions, and the visual-assisted algorithm that applies visual data to assist in the navigation. The 
visual-assisted algorithm takes the convolutional neural network with regression setups in addition to the 
odometry. Goal of the visual-assisted algorithm help localize the robot in navigation by recognizing the 
scene using camera images. Navigation algorithms are tested for outdoor navigation tasks in the specified 
route. The experiments consist of two situations for navigation on the same route: with obstacles and 
without obstacles. Experimental results state that the navigation using only odometry is sufficient for 
navigation in the experimental environments. The visual-assisted algorithm is proved to be an interesting 
alternative way of improvement for odometry, in which a large number of improvements and 
optimizations for visual techniques of outdoor robot navigation are still available to be studied and 
implemented further. 





















































































本研究で実装した CNN の設計を Fig.1 に示す．CNN は
全部で 52 の層からなる．CNN の入力層は，240×320×3（240



































ートは 20 エポックごとに 0.02 のレートで減少させた．検
証済み CNN は，検証データセット内の入力画像から GPS
座標およびコンパス方位を生成することによって初期テ
ストを行った．CNN と検証出力データセットの結果を比












Fig.1  Design of the implemented CNN for localization. 
 


















𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖+1 = 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑖 +∆𝑦× 𝐴 (1) 
𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑖+1 = 𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑖 +∆𝑥 × 𝐵 (2) 
 






∆𝑦 = ∆𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃 +∆𝜃/2) (3) 
















































Fig. 2 Wheelchair robot and components. 
 
 

















































Fig.4  Visual-assisted navigation flowchart. 
 
 
(a) Without obstacles 
 
(b) With obstacles 
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(a) Without obstacles 
 
 
(b) With obstacles 
 
Fig.7  Navigation results on the map for both 
experimental situations. 
 
Tab.1.  Average errors of the navigation in meters. 
 No  Obstacles 
With 
Obstacles 
Odometry (Real) 0.97 m. 1.02 m. 
Odometry (Data) 0.51 m. 0.56 m. 
Visual (Real) 2.51 m. 2.05 m. 
Visual (Data) 12.21 m. 8.23 m. 
 
 
Fig.8  Wheelchair robot avoids obstacles while being 
navigated along the specified path. 
